How it works

Take the next step

Resco Inspections

Get the trial
resco.net/products/inspections

Build custom mobile
questionnaires

Go to our website and try free 30-day trial with full
functionality enabled.

Download the app

Schedule work and
oversee progress of
your team

Apple iTunes

Google Play

Microsoft Store

Download the app and either use it with a trial organization,
or browse through demo data. Use the QR codes above, or
simply search for Resco Inspections in your app store.

Ask us for a demo
Carry out an inspection or
collect data on site

Interested in seeing what Resco Inspections can do for you?
Schedule a demo and see it in action. Contact us at
sales@resco.net

Follow us for updates
@RescoMobileCRM

Dissect the data and
analyze results

/company/resco-net
/RescoMobileCRM

Mobile forms
for safer and more
efficient inspections

Offline-ready app for
extensive use on site

• Personal calendar and route planner

Streamline your inspection process
for smoother production of clean energy
Reinvent the way your
technicians work

Increase productivity
and efficiency

Equip your team with mobile devices and help
them in physically challenging conditions,
such as when climbing a turbine or hanging
on a rope repairing a blade.

Exchanging paper for digital forms saves
your team’s time, reduces administration
and eliminates errors in the field.

Work offline, onshore and offshore

Build with freedom

Thanks to the offline mode, your technicians
don’t have to rely on stable Internet
connection.

Design forms, surveys or to-do lists for your
exact needs - including skippable sections,
validation rules, and more.

Optimize processes

Deploy quickly

The data collected on site can provide
valuable insights and help you make smarter
business decisions.

With no coding required, you can digitize
your forms and deliver mobile projects
within weeks.

• Electronic signatures
• Barcode and QR code scanning
• Photos with annotations

Use Resco Inspections for

• Report generation

• Equipment inspections
• Asset inventory management
• Maintenance checklists

• Manuals and step-by-step guides
• Voice control

• Safety checklists
• Disaster assessment
• Job & progress reports

• Audits
• Site inspections
• Utility inspections

